
Bicycles and sunshine, shore 
crabs and sea captains. UBANG’s 
Spring/Summer Collection 2017 
is ready for summer holidays by 
the water and adventurous 
escapades in the landscape. As 
always, UBANG’s collection 
has room for play, exciting quests 
and sunshine treasure hunts. 
Made from 100 % organic cotton 
and with respect for the world of 
which we are part, of course.

“We live in an era in which heaps of digital gadgets interfere with our lives and disturb our quality time 
with our kids. In such a world it’s more important than ever with kidswear that maintains a focus on the 
down-to-earth and the here and now and lets us enjoy the peaceful, happy moments with our children.”

A summer of play, exploration, and happiness
babblechat

Announcement for press, customers, and collaborators, June 2016 

In short – statements from UBANG founder and designer Ulla Bang Jørgensen:
“When UBANG was founded ten years ago, not many worked with kidswear that made room for paly 
and the children’s own creativity. Fortunately that has changed; playfulness plays a much bigger role 
now.”

UBANG loves elephants, and kids never get bored 
with the large trunk animals. And when the holidays 
are here and we’re going out into the world, the 
elephant must join us. That’s why it is everywhere 
in the new Spring/Summer Collection. The elephant 
lives on the stripes and stretches its trunk down the 
sleeve. It romps around on a bed of huge dots. The 
elephant is also present in the baby onesie with the 
fluttering ears and the onesie with the trunk sleeves. 
Off we go!

Where’s the elephant? 

It’s adventure time!



“The clothes are made from 100 % organic cotton. That’s very important, because we need to take care of 
the world we have. But it’s also important that the clothes are produced in respectful collaboration with 
the people who handle needles and scissors throughout the complex process that all UBANG styles really 
are. In this way we can always answer the question ‘Who made my clothes?’

In short – statements:
“With UBANG I maintain that playful clothes also need to be a good and tangible experience for children. 
So no plastic prints here, but appliqués and three dimensional details, so that the combination of materials 
becomes part of the game and the experience.”

The cat is hunting for mice, while the summer flower sprouts from the pocket
Kites dance on the summer breeze and on the new dress from UBANG with its long and beautiful tail 
trailing behind. At the same time summer flowers peek out of the coat pocket and deer smile at you from 
the new shirt. The lizard basks contentedly on a bed of stripes or dots. And what’s that – is the cat on my 
dress trying to catch the mouse in my pocket?

Body stripes and hello, shark
Watch out! The lion gnaws on your hand – if you dare to get close enough. Meanwhile a shark breaks the 
waves on the new hoodie and the bike whizzes across the shirt so fast that it leaves stripes. Speed delight, 
technology and pretty dangerous animals are part of the boys’ summer fun.

Dancing dolphins on baby’s belly
The sun peeks out on the new body stocking, while the clever crab has his own views of the matter. He’s 
moving across stripes, dots, or lilac backgrounds. The dolphins play wildly in the waves on dungarees, 
T-shirts, and body stockings. The toddlers are ready for summer as well!

Classic, muted – and colourful!
It’s a genuine beachwear classic: navy blue and white stripes. Strawberry red and creamy white are in-
vited, too. The new UBANG collection also includes muted old rose and delicate grey. Add to this clear 
summer colours like sky blue and lilac, and it’s impossible not to feel happy

The collection:

Need more? 
Find additional atmospheric pictures and pack shots of the entire collection at 
www.ubang.dk/pages/press - login: PLAY
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